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since the presence of a buffer of flexible employees lowers the likelihood
that insiders wiIl lose their jobs.
To make our point, we analyse in detail an extreme case: the Spanish
labour market. Spain merits specific examination for two reasons. First,
since the early 1970s, this country has had the worst unemployment
record in Europe (the current unemployment rate is 23%!). And second,
in 1975 it inherited from Franco's regime a very rigid labour market.
Both features prompted the government to introduce, in 1984, fixedtenn labour contracts with low firing costs, for aIl activities, temporary or
noto This scheme has expanded very rapidly and, as a result, it now
comprises one-third of aIl employees, by far the highest proportion in
the EC. These contracts have had several important effects, like a
marked increase in labour turnover, but they have provided only shortlived wage moderation. We believe that this perverse effect illustrates
how insiders can benefit from flexibility at the margino We suspect that
the same phenomenon may also be occurring in other EC countries,
like France, where temporary employment has been rising. It could
well be kept in mind in those countries currentIy considering whether
to foIlow the Spanish strategy of setting up an extensive two-tier
system without reforming the protection afforded to permanent
stafI.
The paper proceeds in four steps. Section 2 presents an overview of the
changes in labour contracts that have taken place in Europe sin ce the
mid-1970s, devoting particular attention to the case of Spain. Then, in
Section 3, we amend the standard framework of insider wage-setting to
consider two groups of workers, with pennanent and temporary contracts.
We show that when only the insiders bargain with the firm two main
effects occur: insiders' wage growth is enhanced by a úuJJer effect because
dismissals provoked by excessive wage settIements affect temporary
workers first; and the bargaining power of permanent workers is
modified, with ambiguous implications for wage growth. H the two types
of workers have different wages (which seems to be the case in Spain),
there is also a composition effect on average wage growth. Section 4
confronts the theory with the data. A large sample of private Spanish
manufacturing firms over 1985-88 confirms that the interests of
temporary workers are basicaIly disregarded in wage bargains, and that
each percentage point of increase in temporary employment could imply
up to one-third of one percent increase in wages of permanent
employees. Section 5 investigates whether these results hold for
countries with a lower rate of temporary employment. A sample consisting
of 13 manufacturing industries in Denmark, France, West Germany
and the United Kingdom over the period 198~91 provides results less
tight than those for spain, but stiIl roughly favourable to our hypothesis.
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far as we know, this has not been done on a cross-country basis. In the
next sub-section we will report the results available for Spain. Second, by
focusing on the proportion of temporary jobs in the stock of employees
we are missing the share of temporary employees in labour flows. As
recently emphasised by Burda and Wyplosz (1994) , flows between
employrnent, unemployrnent and non-participation are several times
larger than the stock of unemployed. Since temporary contracts entail
lower adjustment costs, workers on these contracts should also be overrepresented in job inflows and outflows. In fact, this appears to be the case
in the EC. According to the EC Commission (1990), in 1989, 20% of men
and 17% of women in unemployrnent were in this situation because of the
expiration of a temporary job, while these jobs only accounted for 8% of
total EC employrnent. Also, in the seven countries reported in Table 2,
while only 4% of pennanent employees in 1991 were unemployed or out
of the labour force in 1990, 31 % of temporary employees were in those
states. This suggests that temporary jobs have led to increased employment opportunities for the unemployed. Nevertheless, in countries like
Spaín, where these contracts have soared, this fact may just reflect that
there ís a continuous turnover among temporary workers, who go from
temporary employrnent to unemployrnent and back again. This turnover
increase may be beneficial in reducing long-tenn unemployrnent, but may
also reinforce a dual labour market, with undesirable consequences on
several fronts, and in particular on wage growth.
2.2 The Spanish case

At the death of Franco, in 1975, Spain had a scarcely
developed system of industrial relations and a very rigid employment
protection law. Wage bargaining has slowly evolved towards European
patterns, while labour regulations have changed in a very peculiar way
(see Box 1).
Pennanent (indefinite) labour contracts entail high severance pay. To
reduce labour market rigidity, the Spanish Socialist government
íntroduced fixed-tenn contracts in late 1984 (more precisely, this is
when important restrictions were lifted on a law passed in 1980). These
contracts may be used for anyactivity (temporary or not), may be signed
for short periods (previously six months, one year since April 1992) and
renewed for up to three years (four years since 1993). When the perlod of
the last possible renewal expires the firm must either keep the worker on
a permanent basis or dismiss him/her. In the latter case, it must wait for a
year before hiring another person on a fixed-term contract for the same
position. Non-renewal of fixed-term contracts entails low firing costs and
cannot be appealed to labour courts. Special fixed-tenn contracts for
2.2.1 Brief overview.
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&urce: See Section 2.2.2.

First, the evolution of the wage drift is consistent with workers on fixedtenn contracts receiving lower wages. As a result, average wages have
increased by less than usual when the proportion of such workers has
increased rapidly, and the drift has shrunk. On the other hand, when the
proportion of temporary employrnent has stabilized (around 1990),
average wages have tended to rise, as a result of insiders' wage push, and
so has the drift. There is evidence indicating that workers on fixed-term
contracts receive lower wages than those on permanent contracts.
(Discrimination based on contact type is illega! in Spain, but apparently
employers are relatively free to choose the occupation in which they
classify new workers, so that through under classification they can actually
pay them less.) Jimeno and Toharia (1993a) estimate the wage premium
to be between 8% and 11 %.
Second, in principIe, temporary employees should be compensated for
lower job security through higher, not lower, wages. The estimated
negative premium for temporary employees may be due to unobservable
characteristics (this is Alba's, 1991, view) , but it is more likely that it
reflects the importan ce of insider factors in wage bargaining. The right of
temporary workers to be represented in works councils varies across
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0.33 for Japan) or very centralized (Holmlund and Zetterberg, 1989,
estimate a value of 0.04 for Sweden). Also, our estimate is almost identical
to that obtained by Andrés and García (1993), for 89 Spanish
manufacturing sectors over 1978-86. The low value of A is not evidence
against the insider-outsider model: firm-Ievel variables have a much
greater variance than aggregate variables, so that inside factors may
explain a large proportion of the variation in wages.
Second, the long-mn effect ofthe proportion oftemporaryworkers (4))
on average labour costs is equal to -0.64: a one-percentage point increase
in <p lowers average labour cost by about two-thirds of one percent. This
value is not too far, in absolute value, from the outsider weight, 0.89.
Equality in absolute value of both coefficients is however statistically
rejected, which implies that there is a direct effect of the temporary
employrnent ratio on the relative power of insiders. The difference
(6 = 0.89 - 0.64), implies that an increase of one percentage point in the
temporary employrnent ratio raises the growth rate of permanent
workers' wages by about one-third of one percent.
Third, the hypothesis that permanent workers do not care about
temporary employees when setting their employrnent targets (T = O) is
not statistically rejected. Thus the buffer effect is present to its fuH extent.
Fourth, the membership hysteresis effect, captured by the change in
the number of insiders is well determined and shows, in agreement with
the theory, a small positive coefficient. This is remarkable, since this type
of hysteresis effects is hardly robust in the literature (see, e.g., Nickell and
Kong, 1992). Furthermore, the implied share ofboth labour types is 0.62,
a rather sensible value.
Fifth, the effects of outside variables, like the average wage or the
unemployrnent rate, are strong and have the expected signs. We have
however be en prevented, by the shortage of cross-sections, from
introducing other aggregate variables. In particular, we wanted to
in elude the proportion of long-term unemployrnent to capture so-called
outsider hysteresis effects. According to that view, the long-term unemployed
are significantly less competitive than the short-tenn unemployed because
they progressively lose both their motivation and their skills (Nickell,
1987). To circumvent the difficulty, we fonned a composite variable with
the unemployrnent rate (u) and the replacement ratio (b), using the
coefficients estimated in the first column of Table 6. Ineluding then the
proportion of long-term unemployed (those unemployed for more than a
year) we found a positive coefficient (0.36) as expected, but not
significant. This is not too surprising, since in Spain the long-tenn
unemployed do not appear to have had much more difficulty in finding
jobs than the short-term unemployed and, in particular, the proportion of
long-term unemployrnent feH right from the start of the last expansiono
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dummies, which turn out to be insignificant. Moreover, we also found that
the set of sectoral dummies intersected with time dummies - which may
capture variations in the skiH composition of permanent and temporary
workers across time and sectors - were not significant. This suggests that
our assumption that skiH composition and the like are stable over the
sample period is not rejected (see more in Appendix B). In column 4,
where we use a reduced instrument set, the results are again very similar,
which aHows us to feel somewhat protected against recent criticisms of
potential identification problems in wage setting equations (Manning,
1992) . (The lack of identification would arise from our equation
containing all the variables that appear in the labour demand equation,
although they do so only as expectations.)
In cotumn 5 we check one of our key results, namely that insiders'
hysteresis arises from the change in pennanent employrnent rather than
in total employrnent. When the latter (~n) instead of the former (~np) is
used, its coefficient is negative and significant, in opposition to the
theoretical prior in a model where aH employees are insiders with
permanent employees.
LastIy, in order to analyse the degree of sectoral heterogeneity in the
parameters, we have included the interaction of the relevant insider
variables with sectoral dummies, finding that only the coefficients .,\ and 6
show sorne degree of variation across industries. Estimates of the buffer
effect, "\, vary from 0.7% to 24%, tending to be inversely related to
productivity gains in each sector. (The estima tes are reported in Dolado
and Bentolila, 1993. See Appendix B for further interpretations.) As
regards the bargaining coefficient, 8, we found it to be positively
correlated with an industrial strife index, measured by the average number
of working days lost per employee by industry in 1986-89. This index
should not have a clear correlation with the harassment effect but it should
be negatively correlated with the disciPline effect. Thus, under OUT
hypothesis on the determinents of the bargaining effect, the ranking of
8 should be highly correlated with the strike index, and it is (the rank
correlation is 0.8).

5. Four EC countries
In this section we provide further evidence for four European countries:
Denmark, France, West Germany and the UK Although the number of
countries is small (due to data availability), the experiences of these fOUT
countries cover a wide range of experiments: Denmark and the UK have
permissive regulations. Germany has moderate ones, and France has the
tightest of the four.
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the two countries which place mlmmum regulations on temporary
contracts and there the representation of temporary workers in works
councils is not restricted. To the extent that there is not much of a
difference, in terms of adjustment costs, between permanent and
temporary jobs, it is natural to expect a worse perfonnance of the
hypothesis that permanent workers are the insiders.
Second, estimates of the long-ron insider weight A, which go from 0.15
(Vnited Kingdom) to 0.21 (France), are in line with those estimated
elsewhere (see Holmlund and Zettert~rg, 1989; and Nickell and Kong,
1992). Third, the proportion of temporary employrnent 4J is significant
and negative, suggesting, as in the Spanish case, that in its effect on
average wages the composition effect dominates vía lower wages for
temporary workers. At the same time, the effect of 4J on pennanent
employees' wages seems to be positive. The estimated magnitudes (in the
last line of Table 7) are between one-third and two-thirds of what is (ound
in Spain (0.35), except in the VK, where the negative sign of the
coefficient on 6np clouds the interpretation ofthis coefficient. Moreover,
given that the estimate of fJ + A is of about the same size as A in Denmark
and France, it appears that the bargaining effect is small in both
countries, i.e. the discipline and the harassment effects cancel each other.
Indeed, {) is not significant in either case. One possible interpretation of a
slightly larger effect in Gennany than in France is that the representation
of temporary workers in works councils is forbidden in Germany.
However, when we test for the size of the buffer effect, the hypothesis
that temporary workers are not represented in the bargaining process
cannot be rejected in any country.
In order to see how these results compare with altemative specifications, we performed a number of experiments now briefly deseribed.
First, suppressing the proportion of temporary employrnent (4J) and
replacing the change in permanent employrnent (6np) by the change in
total employrnent (6n) resulted in unifonnly worse fits, as measured by
the standard error of the residuals, than those reported in Table 7 (with
insider hysteresis effects becoming insignificant or wrongly signed).
Second, since part-time employrnent in these four countries seems to be
more important than in Spain, we tested the extent to which full-time
w9rkers could be playing the role of insiders in wage bargaining. So we
redefined 6n and 4J as the change in full-time employrnent and the
proportion of part-time workers, respectively. The results were again
worse in terms of both the goodness of fit and the sign and statistical
significance of the hysteresis termo However, we found that in two
countries, Denmark and France, the null hypothesis that part-time
workers are not represented in wage bargaining could not be rejected.
FinalIy, we run the same regressions for eight service sectors for which
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The introduction of fIxed-tenn contracts in Spain took place in late
1984, at the trough of a very long recession and at a time when the
support of labour unions was essential to settle democracy. Both reasons
help explain why one of the two main unions (Unión General de
Trabajadores) tacitly agreed to the creation of this type of contracts.
Spanish labour unions did not voice their strong opposition to these
contracts until the boom was well under way and they saw the proportion
of temporary workers going up significantly.
These facts suggest the following political economy or Trojan horse
interpretation. Increasing the flexibility of pennanent employees is
usually politically difficult. This is probably why flexibility is implemented
at the margin to start with and why unions insist on the establishment of
conversion clauses (by which workers on fIxed-term contracts have to be
either fired or made permanent employees after a certain period). But, as
Saint-Paul (1993) has recently pointed out, creating a two-tier labour
market may facilitate the introduction of flexibility measures affecting
core workers, as a coalition of temporary workers and the unemployeci
(i.e. the outsiders) grows in size over time. This story sounds particularly
plausible in the Spanish case, where the potential coalition of proflexibility workers has almost reached half of the labour force (19% in
temporary contracts and 23% unemployed). This explains why unions
now fear the introduction of legislation reducing fIring costs for
pennanent employees, as currently discussed in Parliament.
This political economy viewpoint then suggests a third caveat. The
negative wage effects of transitory two-tier systems may be a short-run
phenomenon. Eventually long-run positive effects may arise if the new
political balance leads to a permanent lowering of the firing costs of
indefinite-contract employees. A last caveat is that two-tier systems have
many further effects: increased labour turnover, lower productivity
growth, lower duration of unemployrnent, and a worse financial situation
of the unemployrnent insurance system (see OECD, 1993, for sorne
evidence and speculation). We have partially illustrated their costs and
benefits, as reflected by the Spanish experience. A final verdict on the
desirability of two-tier systems should, however, consider all of these
aspects together, sorne of which will only be resolved in the longer termo

Discussion
WOlfgang Franz
University of Konstanz and CEPR

Samuel Bentolila and Juan Dolado have written a very professional and
stimulating paper. 1 very much enjoyed reading it and 1 learned a loto
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If 1 like this paper, the problem is how~ver that 1 do not always know
why. To start with, 1 am unconvinced by Eurosclerosis as a motivation for
the analysis. The comparison between the US and European experience
in job creation in the eighties can be misleading: to start with, the contrast
between the US and say Germany is not specific to the eighties.
Employrnent in the non-fann, private sector remained fairly constant in
West Gennany over the last thirty years, at a time when jobs were
continually being created in the US (see Franz and Gordon, 1993, Table
1). In addition, it is worth noticing that from 1990 to 1992, the number of
employed persons increased by 2 million in Gennany (roughly 7 percent
of employrnent). This spurt in employrnent was unprecedented in the
history of West Germany since 1960 and accordingly, references to
Eurosclerosis should not be overplayed.
The main result of this paper is that a higher share of temporary work
leads to an increase of the wages accruing to pennanent workers. How did
Bentolila and Dolado build their argument?To begin with theory, they
extend the by now standard insider-outsider model by splitting employed
persons into two groups, the permanent employees which represent the
incumbent work-force in the sense of Lindbeck and Snower, and the
temporary workforce who have the characteristic of belonging to the
outsiders. More specifically, the effect of a higher proportion of
temporary employrnent on insider wages stems from three sources,
namely a buffer effect, a bargaining effect and a discipline effect. The
overall effect of the share of temporary employrnent on wages is
ambiguous, although the authors argue convincingly that the buffer
effect may outweigh the bargaining effect. 1 am somewhat con cerned
about robustness of this theory: the CoblrDouglas production function
used by tbe autbors implies by construction tbat tbe elasticity of
substitution between various types of labour equals unity. As a
consequence, tbe share of income of each type of labour among total
labour income must remain constant. This hypothesis is at odds with
many empirical studies. Moreover, tbe wage rate for temporary workers is
determined by tbe production function so tbat wage determination for
temporary workers is not modelled. An explicit discussion of tbis i~ue
might change the results. For instance, the current formulation does not
allow for tbe fact tbat a major fall in wages for temporal)' workers leads
the firm to employ considerably more temporal)' workers (witb tbe
current technology, tbeir marginal productivity decreases rapidly).
The evidence provided by tbe autbors should not be overplayed, either.
First, as indicated by the autbors themselves, sharp increases in the share
of temporary employrnent only occur in France and Spain. In the other
countries, we observe a small decline in tbe share of temporary
employrnent. Similarly, tbe view that wage setting in Europe is dominated
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by insiders should not be generalized. Estimates by the authors for Spain
result in an insider weight of 0.11. The same value holds for the UK, while
estimates for Sweden conclude with a figure of 0.04. Thus, the insider
weight is anything but overwhelmingly impressive.
On the whole. 1 find that the evidence provided for Spain is convincing
but should not be generalized to other countries without further analysis.
Indeed, the description of the Spanish labour market and its institutional
regulations. such as the extremely high severance payrnents. makes the
story much more plausible for Spain than for other countries. Different
effects may be at work in the other countries. For instance, in Germany.
the main consequence of the higher flexibility associated with temporary
work was an improved screening of newly hired workers by the firms.

Christopher Pissarides
London School of Economics and Political Science

The paper by Bentolila and Dolado is informative and contains lessons for
labour market policies in other countries. The Spanish labour market is
one of the least flexible labour markets in Europe. The regulations
introduced in the 1970s make it very difficult for employers to shed
labour. Inevitably. this has made trade unions more ag5'Tessive and
companies more reluctant to create jobs. Spain's high and long-duration
unemployment must have something to do with labour market
regulation.
The Spanish authorities have tried to deal with the problem by
introducing fixed-duration contracts which can be renewed for a limited
number of years. Bentolila and Dolado document the benefits and costs
of this new regulation, and their analysis supports the view that when
labour market flexibility is impaired by one set of regulations, attempts to
restore it by introducing another set of regulations might actually make
things worse.
The legislation that introduced fixed-duration contracts carne into
effect in 1984. Today. about one-third of employees have fixed-duration
contracts. Most of the fixed-duration contracts are held by women and
young workers and theyare in services. Wage determination, however, is
dominated by the workers who hold the regular and se cure jobs. Bentolila
and Dolado list three implications for wage determination from the
introduction of fixed-duration contracts: first. workers on fIxed-duration
contracts act as a buffer for permanent employees; second, permanent
employees have more 'secondary' workers to harass in the event of
dissatisfaction; but third. the firm might use temporary workers as
replacement for permanent employees in the event of a strike. To these 1
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would add a factor that works against the high-wage effects emphasised by
Bentolila and Dolado. The advent of more temporary contracts outside
the firm has made the possession of a regular contract inside it more
valuable and so has reduced the attractiveness of outside opportunities for
regular employees.
Bentilila and Dolado test their view that the wages of permanent
employees have increased as a result of the advent of temporary
employees by running wage equations that include, in addítion to the
long list of variables identified in other studies, the fraction of temporary
workers in the firmo They find that this fraction exerts a strong upward
pressure on wages. They conc1ude that a large part of the rise in the wages
of permanent employees in the late 1980s and early 1990s is due to the
in crease in temporary employment.
A number of issues related both to the modelling of wage determination and to the empirical testing can be raised. In the modelling, Bentolila
and Dolado argue that the fraction of temporary workers influences the
share of the net surplus created by employment that goes to permanent
employees. This, however, is only a conjecture which cannot really be
tested empirically. Indeed, altemative formulations of the bargaining
game may yield the same equation to be estimated but allow for different
interpretation of the estimates.
In the empirical work there is a host of issues that is swept under the
aggregation carpet. Thus, the fact that permanent employees are mainly
men and temporary ones mainly women is not used in the estimation: if
female wage determination differs from male, as found by several studies,
the results that they find and attribute to the different kind of contract
may be biased. Second, most permanent contracts are in services and
most permanent ones in manufacturing. Their data come from
manufacturing establishments, so inferences made about the implications of temporary contracts for the whole economy may not be correcto
Third, my conjecture that the introduction of temporary contracts
worsens the permanent employees' outside opportunities requires that
the fraction of employees on temporary contracts outside the firm be
entered in the estimated equations with negative coefficient Finally, as
the authors argue, the introduction of temporary contracts has had other
implications for the labour market and these may have had feedbacks on
wage determination. An interesting line to pursue is the effect that
temporary contracts have had on capital accumulation and skill
acquisition. Although skill acquisition is not mentioned, it is noted that
the capital/labour ratio has dec1ined after the introduction of temporary
contracts. The implications of this for growth and secular wage
determination might well turn out to be as important as the implications
for short-run wage determination.
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General discussion

A number of panel members wondered why trade unions in Spain were
not favourable to the expansion of temporary contracts, even though
their initial position was more positive. The explanation provided by the
authors assumes that the unions are rather myopic and could not foresee
that their own position would come under threat. Paul Seabright was not
satisfied with such short-sightedness on behalf of unions; he suggested
that a simple analogy between union and firm competition helps a great
deal to understand why temporary contracts may backfire against
permanent workers: a union can be seen as acting in the labour market
in the same way as a Stackelberg (dominant) firm in a product market. In
the same way that there is no dominant firm which can expect that by
raising its price it will reduce the market share of the fringe, there is
presumably no union which can expect to exercise its market power and
maintain employrnent. Xavier Vives was less bothered by the assumption
of myopic behaviour and suggested that the apparent opposition of
unions could be plain rhetoric aimed at preparing sorne cheap
concessions in the context of a wider negotiation.
Sorne technical points were also raised. John Black wondered about the
treatment of those workers on contracts that are both part time and
temporary. Samuel Bentolila replied that these were very few and had
been exeluded. Vives wamed against excessive generalization about the
Spanish labor market given that the sample in eludes only private finns
and that public employrnent in Spain is stilllarge. Bentolila acknowledged
this but indicated that, if anything, the effect of temporary workers on
insiders' wages should be stronger in the public sector. Indeed, the tenure
of permanent workers in the public sector is even more se cure than in the
private sector. Charles Wyplosz suggested that at least for France,
different worker characteristics among the permanent and temporary
workers should be controlled for, given that wages settlements for female
workers in services differ greatly from those observed for male workers in
manufacturing. Júrgen von Hagen added that the analysis did not apply
well to Germany; he reported that the main channel through which
flexibílity is introduced in Germany is sub-contracting to foreign firms
which are not subject to the same labour laws.
Alan Winters was worried that the screening effect associated with
temporary work was not taken into account. This may explain in part why
wages for temporary workers are lower than those for tenured workers.
According to Bentolila, the probability that a temporary worker will
become permanent at the end of the contractual period is however rather
low, around 15%. Accordingly, the incentive to invest in human capital
that is specific to the firms is rather weak for temporary workers, and the
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where the following MRS relation between Np and NT has been used:
'K)~ + WTNT = 'KpNp(l + 'Y/a). From the first-order condition of the
maximization of (A4) subject to (A2) and (A3). expected maximum
profits are given by
'Ir'

= (1 - k(a

+ 'Y))(ak)-l WpNp

where k(= l - l/TJ) is the degree of market competition and N; is the
expected optimallevel of pennanent employrnent, expressed as:

N; = (Wpl-'YWf/akAPt)-(l/l-(Q+'Y)h)
A!. The

uniOD

The union' s objective is assumed

lO

be:

where Sp is the survival probability of pennanent employees and
expected in come of a laid-off worker, given by
"Wpa = (1- ep(u))W t + ep(u)B = Wt[l - ep(u)(l - b)]
ep' > O

~a

the

where ep( u) is the probability of unemployrnent, Wt the expected outside
wage, B the unemployrnent benefit, and b(= B/W e ) the expected benefit
replacement ratio.
Denoting by M the employrnent target of the union, the survival
probability can be written as

Sp = prob[Np

~ M]

+ E(Np/ MI Np < M)prob[Np > M]
= Spl(M/N;) = Sp2(Wp)

where Spl' SP2 < O. The absolute values of the elasticities of Sp with
respect to MI N; and Wp will be respectively denoted as I eSN I and I esw l.
A3. Tbe Nash bargain

The parties_maximise the standard Nash maximand with status quo points
7t = and Vp =
i.e.

O

n=

W;.

[Sp(»P - Hpa)]{j7r'

where f3 measures workers' relative bargaining power, which is itself a
function of a. set of variables pertaining to the financial situation of the
finn (liquidity, debt, profits) denoted by J, and the proportion of
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temporary workers
(3

cp. Assuming linearity we get

= es! + 6cp

(A6)

where e 3 > O and the sign of 6 is ambiguous (see text). Differentiating n
(in logs) with respect to Wp and taking into account that
1esw 1 = 1eSN 1 1eNW 1, the following expression for the mark-up of the
wage over the alternative income is obtained:

(Wp - «PQ)/Wp = (1 - k(o + 1'))/(1 eSN 1(1 - 'Y k ) + (ka//3))

(A7)

A4. Empirical formulation

On the basis of the dependen ce of I eSN 1 on (M/N;) and (AS), we loglinearise (A7) to derive the impact of the relevant variables on finn-Ievel
wages. Taking the lower-case letters, a, m, w, p, and n to represent logs,
we have

Wp

= constant + A[a + pe + 'Y(wp - WT) - (1 - (o + 'Y)) m]
(A8)

where O S A S 1, given the homogeneity of Wp in We and M/N; (see
Layard et aL, 1991, p. 183). Mter substituting a out using (A2), assuming
that m = np,_}, and exploiting the relation np - n ~ Iog(1 - eI» ~ -el>, we
can express the first bracketed term in (A8) as:

[(p + y -

ny + cpe + (1 -

(A9)

(o + 'Y))ó.n;l

Also, our wage data correspond to the average labour cost per
employee and not to the wage eamed by permanent workers. But the
average wage is given by W = (WTNT + WpNp)/N = (WpNp)(1 + 'Yo)/N,
which in logs can be approximated by
W

= wp - el> + constant

(AlO)

Thus given (A9), (AI0), and (A6), we can write the log-linear
approximation of (A7) in terms of the average wage:
W

= constant + A[(P + Y -

+(1 - A)[W e -

c¡ u

ny + (1 -

+ t2b] +

es! +

(o + 'Y))ó.n;J

(6 - (1 - A))eI>' + 4k

(AH)

If the bargaining unit also included a proportion T of the temporary
workers in their employrnent target (e.g. those expected to become
permanent employees), i.e. M = N",-l + rNT,-lo then, assuming that the
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eroduct T</J-I is small, we wou~d have, in logs, m ~ '1lp,-1 + T~-l, where
rP-I = </J-I(l/(l - </J-¡)). Thus </J-I should be added to (All). Note that,
from (A10) and (All), the (semi)~lasticity of wp with respect to </J is given
by (6 + '\). (It turns out that </J-I never enters significantIy in the
regressions reported in Tables 6 and 7).
When the lagged dependent variable is entered in the equation, the
expression to estimate is:

Wit = a¡ + al Wit-l

+ ac¿(p + y - n)¡t + ~t1np¡t + a.tWt + asUt + fJ6bt
(A12)

where a¡ den optes a firm-specific fixed effect.
The hypotheses of interest (Ro) are the following: homogeneity in inside
and outside factors (h); a full buffer eJJect (be); and no bargaining eJJect (nb).
They can be represented as follows:
H;:

al

+ ac¿ + 04 =

1;

H obe

:

alO

= O;

Ronb:

04

+ ag =

O.

AS. Generalisation of the model lo a CES production function

The production function is generalised to a CES, with elasticity of
substitution greater than or equal to unity, that is:
(Al')
where v(= Q + "Y) is the returns-to-scale parameter, p is the substitution
parameter such that the elasticity of substitution, a, is equal to (1 - p)-"
and m is the relative efficiency of temporary workers with respect to
pennanent workers.
Then, after sorne tedious algebra, we find a similar wage equation to
(All), except that (A9) and (A10) now become:

[(p + y - n)e + </Je - g(</Je) + (1 - v)t1n;l
W=

wp - </J

(A9')

+ g(</J) + constant

(AlO')

with g(</J) = log(l + m(</J/(l - </J)t), a function which is non-differentiable at </J = O.
Thus, a rise of one percentage point in </J will have a total effect on W
equal to -(1 - ,\ - 6) + (1 - '\)t1g(</J). Taking </J = 0.22, (1 = 4 (Le.
p = 0.75), m = 0.85, ,\ = O.ll, and the total estimated value of -0.64,
the joint buffer-bargaining effect (,\ + 6) of a rise in </J from 0.22 to 0.23, is
0.34 instead of 0.35. If </J rises from 0.22 to 0.32, the corresponding effect
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is 2.52 instead of 3.5. The remaining calculations appearing in the main
text are performed in the same fashion.

Appendix B. Def'mitions and further empirical results
Bl. Dermitions for SectiOD 4

(a) Definitions o/ variables (Source: Central de Balances del Banco de España,
unless noted otheIWÍse)
Employment. Average number of employees over the year. For fixed-term
work, the number of employees is multiplied by their number of weeks of
work and divided by 52. Wages: Totallabour costs divided by employrnent.
Productivity: Sales divided by employrnent. Concentration ratio: Sectoral
share of firms with the 5 largest market shares (Source: Encuesta Industrial).
Profits: Mter-tax accounting profits divided by employrnent. Interest rate:
Financial costs divided by total debt.
(b) Sectoral c/assijication and number o/firms
Automobiles, 38; Mineral extraction, 29; Construction materials, 90;
Chemicals, 174; Agricultural and industrial machinery, 217; Office
machinery, electric materials, and economics, 74; Ship-, train-, and
plane-building, 16; Precision and optical instruments, 4; Food, beverages,
and tobacco, 180; Textiles, leather, and shoes, 161; Wood, pulp, and
paper, 108; Rubber and plastics, 60; Other manufacturing, 16.
B2. EstimatiOD method and further empiricaI results for SectiOD 4

(a) Estimation method
Equation (AI2) is estimated using the generalized method of moments
(GMM) with an optimal weights technique due to Arellano and Bond
(1991) (with their DPD program, see Arellano and Bond, 1988). Mter
first-differencing to eliminate fixed effects, under the assumption that é is
white noise, the error has an MA(1) structure and is correlated with the
lagged dependent variable, requiring instruments (dated at t - 2) for
variables not assumed to be exogenous. The assumption of no serial
correlation of the errors in levels is tested for by the "'2 statistic,
asymptotically distributed as N(O, 1). The (over)identifying restrictions
test, SIV, is asyrnptotically distributed as x2 (m - k), with m the number of
instruments and k that of regressors.
Variables W-l, p + n-y, !l.np, and el> are treated as endogenous,
whereas the remaining variables with firm or sectoral variation are lagged
one period and treated as exogenous. An extended set of 52 instruments
is used, consisting of alllags of those four variables from t - 2 back, plus a
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constant, the exogenous variables in the equation, and r and mld lagged
once. The reduced instrument set of 35 instruments was selected from the
most significant regressors in the reduced fonn equations for the
instrumented variables.
(b) Further empirical results
(b.1) HouTS'. We should control for hours per worker if bargaining is over
hourly wages and the number of hours, rather than over the average wage
per employee as assumed in the model. If changes in hours raise wages
and measured productivity, this omission would cause an upward bias in
'Y. On top of his, by raising procyclicality, it could generate a higher
unemployrnent efIect. Data on hours are however available only at the
sectorallevel. When included in the preferred equation, this variable had
an insignificant coefficient of 0.03 (t-ratio: 0.3) and the remaining
coefficients hardly changed in size or significance.
(b.2) Wzthin sample parameter stability tests: These tests were carried out for
the coefficients of (p + y-n) and ~ np over the sulrsamples 1985-86 and
1987-88, by adding to the preferred equation (column 1 ofTable 6) both
variables intersected with a dummy variable taking a value of unity in
1987-88. The estimated changes were insignificant: -0.03 (t-ratio: 1.1) for
>., and -0.01 (t-ratio: 0.8) for ~np. In 1987-88 labour productivity in
manufacturing fell by 2 percentage points; so the reduction in >., although
insignificant, ofIers weak evidence of an asyrnmetry in wage adjustment:
workers are happy to take a wage hike when productivity is high, but less
willing to take a cut when it is low. A stability test for the coefficient on cp
yields an increase of 0.09 (t-ratio: 2.39), significant but small. Since there
is no strong sign of instability in the insider weight, we interpret this shift
as an increase in 6, i.e. a rise in the strength of the harassment effect relative
to the disciPline effect, which is compatible with he observed resurgence of a
positive wage drift.
(b.3) Sectural heterogeneity o/ >.: We find a wide range of values of >. across
sectors. This confinns the results of Draper (1993), who finds, in
equivalent sectoral regressions for Spanish manufacturing, that insider
weights are positively related to the degrees of competition and openness
to foreign trade. To pursue this idea, we computed the rank correlation
coefficient between sectoral nominal labour productivity growth in 198489 and our estimates of >., obtaining a value of 0.63 (t-ratio: 2.9). This
relation may hinder employrnent growth: if low productivity industries 'are
mainly affected by the alternative wage, whereas productivity gains in the
more dynamic industries feed through partially to wages, the process of
employrnent reallocation after sector-specific shocks may be curtailed,
since job destruction in the former industries would not be matched by
job creation in the latter.
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(p + J - n) 't-l' nj/_lo n.Jt-2, Jjt-lo Pjt-lo and f!Jjt-l (where j denotes sectors),
the exoge'nous and predetermined variables and the 13 industry
durnrnies, whose validity is tested by the SIV test, asymptotically
distributed as X2(7).
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